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� Introduction

This proposal has been prepared for the review of the �Parity Violating Asymmetry in the N � �
Transition� experiment by the Je�erson Lab Program Advisory Committee� This experiment was
previously approved as experiment E�����
 with a B� priority in February ���� by PAC�	� and
was subject to TJNAF �jeopardy� rules and regulations at PAC�� earlier this year� A proposal
written in accordance with the rules and regulations of �jeopardy� was submitted to PAC��� but
for reasons described below� was withdrawn and submitted as a �letter of intent� to that PAC�
This experiment uses the G� apparatus in its backward angle mode of running� will acquire data
during the same running period as the G� elastic measurements are made� and will involve the
same collaborators performing the G� elastic measurements �see Table ��� Because a proposal
for beam time to be used for the G� backward angle elastic measurements ��� will be submitted
to this PAC��� we decided to wait until PAC�� to submit this proposal to measure the parity
violating asymmetry in the N � � channel� in order to provide a more coherent and consistent
picture of the physics program to be carried out with the G� apparatus in its backward angle
mode�

In this experiment� the parity violating asymmetry in inclusive single pion electroproduc�
tion from the proton will be measured over a four momentum transfer range of ��� � Q� �
��� �GeV�c��� These measurements will be made with the same equipment used for G� backward
angle measurements� during the same running period as the G� backward angle measurements�
and require no additional resources or beam time beyond those allocated for G� backward an�
gle running� The primary purpose of this experiment is to extract the axial vector transition
form factor GA

N� for the N � � transition as a function of Q�� which allows us to extract the
axial mass MA in the Adler parameterization ��� of this form factor� This represents the �rst
determination of this quantity in the neutral current sector of the weak interaction� and in a Q�

range that is complementary to other experiments �with Q� coverage ��� � Q� � ��� �GeV�c���
which use exclusive electroproduction of the ��� resonance� along with assumptions of PCAC
and extrapolations of low energy theorems� to extract this form factor�

A review of the physics motivation and theoretical work is provided in the next section�
including an update of new theoretical work completed and work in progress relating to this
observable� This is followed by a discussion of the cross section and rate calculations and expected
backgrounds� After this� a discussion of the experimental apparatus is presented� after which we
present our expected uncertainties� For completeness� we include the physics formalism� and a
discussion of the nonresonant backgrounds in appendices�

� Scienti�c Justi�cation and Update

This experiment will measure the parity violating asymmetry in single pion electroweak produc�
tion from the proton� from which the axial transition form factor GA

N��Q
�� can be determined�

This form factor characterizes the axial� or intrinsic spin� response of the proton during its excita�
tion to the � resonance� and is a necessary ingredient in constraining models of nucleon structure�
Details of how this asymmetry is related to GA

N��Q
�� can be found in Appendices A and B�

Since the original submission of this proposal as PR�����
� there has been a fair amount of
theoretical work toward understanding the weak excitation of the � resonance� The late N�C�
Mukhopadhyay et al�� �	� studied in detail the parity violating asymmetry in the �ep � e��

�
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reaction� with particular emphasis on the nonresonant contributions to this asymmetry� They
�nd that the kinematics where these proposed measurements will be made� i�e� relatively low
Q� and at backward scattering angles� have enhanced sensitivity to GA

N��Q
��� while at the

same time have relatively little contamination from nonresonant contributions� Other authors
have investigated the axial transition response in this excitation mode �
�� and through neutrino
induced ��� production ��� �� ���

Experimentally the measurements proposed here are unique� in that they provide direct access
to GA

N��Q
�� in the neutral current sector of the weak interaction in the low Q� regime ��� �

Q� � ��� �GeV�c��� In neutrino induced � excitations� where the reaction produces charged
���s� charged weak bosons are exchanged between the neutrino and the nucleon� and therefore
provide information about the weak excitation of the nucleon in the charged current sector of
the weak interaction� These charged current transition form factors can then be related to
the neutral current transition form factor �to which we have direct access in these proposed
measurements� through rotations in isospin space� neglecting isospin breaking e�ects in these
reactions� In electroexcitation of the nucleon to the ���� the results also reside in the charged
current sector� There have been data taken with the CLAS detector in Hall B �E�
����� ���� on
the ep � e����� reaction in the Q� range ��� � Q� � ��� �GeV�c��� from which GA

N��Q
��

can be inferred with the assumption of PCAC� and the extrapolation of low energy theorems
through the resonance region� These data are still under analysis� While it is true that the
measurements proposed here provide direct access to this neutral current form factor� there will
generally be contributions from nonresonant terms� even though they have been predicted to be
small in our kinematic regime �	�� Understanding these nonresonant pieces has also been the
subject of recent work ���� where it is demonstrated that these terms can be extracted through
polarization observables in the p��e� e��p��� reaction� Additionally� the inclusion of nonresonant
terms proved to be important in a model which was used to describe recent �e� e���� data from
both Je�erson Lab and MIT�Bates ����� The physics program in Hall B at Je�erson Lab includes
polarization observables in single pion electroproduction reactions� from which a determination
of these nonresonant terms will be made at the �� level ����� which will be su�cient to constrain
these contributions to the N � � asymmetry measurement at the level required to extract GA

N��

Other theoretical issues associated with extracting GA
N��Q

�� from these asymmetry measure�
ments are also being addressed� In light of the theoretical uncertainties associated with weak
radiative corrections to the parity violating asymmetry in elastic electron proton scattering� ra�
diative corrections to the parity violating asymmetry in the weak excitation of the � resonance
may also introduce some level of theoretical uncertainty� Fortunately� this issue is being ad�
dressed through some theoretical e�orts presently underway ����� Another issue that has been
raised regarding ambiguities in extracting GA

N��Q
�� from these asymmetry measurements is that

of isospin breaking e�ects� In elastic electron proton scattering� both isovector and isoscaler
currents will contribute� and it is in the isoscaler currents where the strange quark currents are
contained� In that case� if these isospin breaking e�ects are large or of the same order as the
strange quark current e�ects� then isospin breaking e�ects can introduce ambiguities in the ex�
traction of strange quark contributions to the nucleon structure� These e�ects were investigated
in a constituant quark model ��	�� however� and e�ects of order a few percent of the strange quark
e�ects were found� suggesting that isospin breaking corrections would not introduce any signif�
icant ambiguities in extracting strange quark currents� For the excitation of the � resonance�
neglecting contributions from heavy quark �i�e�� strange� charm� etc�� isoscalar currents and the
primordial weak isoscalar axial current �which vanishes in the minimal SU���L�U��� model�� this

	



transition involves purely isovector currents� so that isospin breaking e�ects are not even well
de�ned ��
�� The only isoscaler contributions to the measurements proposed here would arise
through nonresonant background contributions� which have been explicitly taken into account in
the isoscaler nonresonant multipoles in the expression of the parity violating asymmetry in the
N � � transition �	� �see Appendix C�� To this extent� the isoscaler contributions are under�
stood� and only the uncertainties in those isoscaler multipoles would contribute to the uncertainty
in extracting GA

N��Q
�� from these proposed measurements�

It is worth mentioning at this point that the proposed measurements will provide a charac�
terization of the axial response of the proton during its transition to its �rst excited state� the
� resonance� while the recent results from the SAMPLE experiment ���� at MIT�Bates on the
parity violating asymmetries in elastic electron proton scattering and quasielastic electron scat�
tering from deuterium suggest that the axial response in elastic electron proton scattering is not
completely understood� This is due in large part to the contribution of photons coupling to parity
violating interactions between the quarks inside the nucleon� or �anapole� contributions� The
anapole issue in the elastic axial form factor will be addressed by the G� backward angle elastic
measurements on the proton and quasielastic measurements on deuterium� for which a proposal
requesting beam time for both sets of measurements will be submitted to this PAC� It is also
possible that measurable anapole e�ects will be present in the parity violating asymmetry in the
N � � transition induced by electron scattering� which would manifest themselves in the axial
vector transition form factor� Because the expected beam time for backward angle G� measure�
ments will be split between measurements from the proton and measurements from deuterium�
only ��� of the beam energies originally expected will be used for the N � � measurements from
the proton� Consequently� not as large a Q� range will be covered for the N � � axial transition
form factor as originally expected� Nonetheless� when the measurements proposed here are taken
into account along with the elastic �ep and quasielastic �ed measurements to be performed by G��
a more coherent picture of the axial response of the proton in general will emerge�

� Experiment

��� Kinematics and Cross Section Calculation

The design of the N � � transition experiment in this proposal has several constraints which
have already been taken into account� The G� spectrometer and associated collimator design is
optimized for elastic forward proton and backward electron scattering� and can be used for the
N � � transition asymmetry measurements with no modi�cation� For these inelastic asymmetry
measurements made during the same running period that the elastic electron�proton asymmetry
measurements are made� we can not alter any of the G� spectrometer settings�

The asymmetry in the N � � channel will be measured with the G� spectrometer in the
backward angle measurement mode� In this con�guration� elastically scattered electrons are
detected in an angular range centered around �e � ����� Using the magnetic �eld setting� target
position and target length for the elastic channel settings� we can calculate the kinematical limits
for the inelastic electrons� which are shown in Table ��

The measurement of the N � � asymmetry using the G� spectrometer is an inclusive
measurement� in which only inelastically scattered electrons are detected� The calculation of the
cross section in this kinematical range is based partially on the work of J� W� Lightbody and J�S�
O�Connell ���� and F�W� Brasse et al� ���� ���� The inelastic electron scattering cross section






is calculated as the product of the virtual photon �ux and the total cross section for virtual
photon�proton scattering� as a function of Q� of the virtual photon and the invariant mass of
the photon�proton system� The calculation of the total cross section for virtual photon�proton
scattering is based on the parametrization by Brasse et al� ���� ���� The results for some electron
angles are shown in Fig� � for an electron beam momentum of E������ GeV�

E�GeV � Q�
el���GeV�c�

�� Q�
inel���GeV�c�

�� E
�

inel� �GeV � �
�

inel��deg�

��
�
 ��	 ���
 � ���� ����� � ����� �� � ���
����� ��� ���� � ��
� ����� � ����� �� � ���
����� ��� ���� � ���� ����� � ��	�� �� � ���

Table �� Inelastic kinematics for magnetic �elds optimized for the elastic channel� calculated for
three beam energies�

The calculation of the � electroproduction cross section for the beam energies below � GeV
is in good agreement with the existing data ����� and can be used to estimate the rates and
uncertainties for the N � � asymmetry measurements�

��� Rates

The rates for the inelastically scattered electrons are calculated as�

Rates �

Z E
�

max

E
�

min

Z
��

d�

dE�d�
dE

�

d� ���

where d�

dE
�
d�
is the double di�erential inelastic electron cross section� E

�

min and E
�

max are the
lower and upper limits of the detected electron momentum� and �� is the covered solid angle�
For the inelastic channel� the scattered electron momentum range �E

�
and solid angle �� are

small enough in each Focal Plane Detector�Cryostat Exit Detector coincidence measurement to
allow Eq���� to be replaced by�

Rates �
d�

dE
�
d�

�E
�

��� ���

where d�

dE
�
d�
is the average inelastic electron cross section for electrons having a momentum range

�E
�
detected in the solid angle ���

The measurement of the N � � channel in these measurements is broken into many of ��
and �E

�
bins� depending on the number of Focal Plane Detectors and Cryostat Exit Detectors

used in the experiment� The analysis of rates is done by assuming coincidences between � Cryostat
Exit Detectors and �� Focal Plane Detectors� The total number of possible FPD�CED coincidence
combinations is �

� but due to the allowed phase space for single pion production� only a portion
of these are used for the N � � measurement� Additionally� because the inelastically scattered
electrons are involved in a three body �nal state� di�erent CED�FPD coincidence combinations
generally correspond to di�erent Q� values for the reaction at a given incident beam energy�
unlike the elastically scattered electrons which have a �xed relationship between beam energy
and Q� value�

�
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Figure �� Inelastic electron�proton cross section calculations for E������ GeV� at four electron
scattering angles�
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The procedure for the rate calculation can be divided into several steps�

� for the single pion production reaction� the phase space density of the three particle �nal
states is calculated numerically using the CERN library routine GENBOD ����

� the inelastically scattered electrons are tracked through the G� spectrometer in the G�
Geant simulation program

� the electron momentum range and solid angle are calculated from the Monte Carlo sim�
ulation by requiring that the electrons generated in the target track through a particular
Cryostat Exit Window Detector segment and particular Focal Plane Detector segment

� beam current� target length and thickness� and luminosity are assumed to be the same as
for the elastic scattering experiment ����� and are represented in Table 	�

Average current� 
� �A

Target length� �� cm

Luminosity� ���� ���� cm��s��

Table 	� Beam and target parameters for luminosity determination�

Some results from the procedure described can be seen for a beam energy E������ GeV in
Fig� �� where the scattered electron momentum and angle are shown for the � resonance in the
space of Focal Plane Detector�Cryostat Exit Detector coincidences �or CED�FPD space��

Finally� calculatedQ� values and rates in CED�FPD space for the same beam energyE������ GeV
are shown in Fig� 	� and demonstrates how di�erent Q� bins can arise for a given incident beam
energy�

��� Statistical Uncertainties of the Measured Asymmetries

In the previous two sections� we have described a procedure for calculating inelastically scattered
electron kinematics� cross section and counting rates for particular CED segment�FPD segment
coincidences� The asymmetry is then determined from yields for the two beam helicities �each
measured for a time Th� as �����

Ameas �
Y� � Y�
Y�  Y�

� �	�

where

Yh �
Rate� Th

Qh

�
Nh

Qh

� �
�

and Nh and Qh are the total number of counts in the detectors and the beam charge passing
through the target in time Th� respectively�

The number of counts in the detectors for the two beam helicities is approximately equal�
N� � N� � N��� where N is the total number of counts� Neglecting� for now� any dilution
factor� the statistical uncertainty we expect to achieve is simply�

�Ameas �
�p
N
� ���

�
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While a detailed description of the N � � transition asymmetry is given in previous sections
and the appendices� to calculate the statistical precision of the proposed measurement� we use
only the dominant leading term in the asymmetry�

A �
GFp
�

Q�

��	
!	� ���

where Q� is the four momentum transfer squared� GF � ��������	�GeV��� is the Fermi coupling
constant� 	 � ���	���
 is the electromagnetic coupling constant� and !	 is taken to be �����	�
�with the standard model value of sin� �W � ����	���

��� Background Consideration

In the presence of background� the measured asymmetry Am is related to the inelastic asymmetry
Ai by the following expression �����

Am �
AiRi  AbRb

Ri  Rb

���

where Ri and Rb �Ai and Ab� are the total counting rates �asymmetries� for the inelastic and the
background events� respectively� Thus� any background contributions will dilute the measured
asymmetry�

The magnetic analysis of the G� spectrometer and collimator system ensures that only nega�
tively charged particles scattered from the target will reach both sets of detectors� For extraction
of the axial transition form factor GA

N��Q
��� we have limited our acceptance for electrons to

exclude the region where inelastically scattered electrons which have created two pions in the
target are detected� There can be� however� ���s from the target which can be accepted into this
region� These ���s originate from two sources� from the ep� ep���� reaction in the hydrogen
target� and from single �� production on the neutrons in the aluminum target end caps� If these
���s were accepted into the data stream� there would be a dilution of the N � � asymmetry�
We now discuss the level of contamination that would be present under these conditions�

For measurements on hydrogen� which is the focus of this proposal� we can make estimates
of the amount of contamination from ���s using the same programs written by Lightbody and
O�Connell ����� which we used to estimate the electron rates� as well as MAID����� a program
which calculates pion photo and electroproduction on the nucleon� We found that both programs
produce similar rates which can be scaled to reproduce the results of �� cross section measure�
ments performed in Hall C ����� where both electrons and ���s were detected at an angle of
� � �	���� for beam electrons of ��
 MeV incident on a LH� target�

Our pion rate estimates� an example of which we present in Fig� 
 in CED�FPD space for an
incident beam energy of ��� MeV� shows a signi�cant� � ���� �� contamination to the N � �
yields� At the lowest beam energy studied �
�
 MeV�� the �� contamination is negligible� but
increases with increasing beam energy� The �� rate from single �� production on the neutrons
in the aluminum target end caps has also been estimated from the Lightbody�O�Connell code�
and included in the overall �� rates� For the quasielastic measurements on deuterium to be
performed in the G� physics program� the �� contamination to both the elastic and inelastic
channels is more severe due to single �� production on the neutrons in deuterium� Additionally�
there have been no measurements and no theoretical estimates on the size of the asymmetry in the
p��e�� ���X and d��e�� ���X reactions� so that corrections to the elastic and N � � asymmetries

��



due to these ���s would not be possible� Instead� we will use particle identi�cation to hardware
reject the large number of ���s expected from the target� and this is the function of the Cerenkov
detector discussed below�

Another source of background in the inelastic channel is due to the �nite size of both the CED�s
and FPD�s� Although the coincidences between the CED�s and FPD�s provide a determination of
scattered electron momentum and angle� there are certain CED�FPD combinations in which both
elastically and inelastically scattered electrons contribute� This results in a small contamination
of the elastic yield due to inelastic electrons� and a small contamination of the inelastic yield
due to elastic electrons� both of which increase with increasing beam energy� Fortunately� the
parity violating asymmetries in both of these reactions will be measured simultaneously in CED�
FPD combinations in regions with no contamination� allowing for a correction to each of these
asymmetries due to the contamination of the other reaction� Using the rate estimates described
in the previous sections� we �nd that the resulting increase in statistical error on the inelastic
asymmetry due to elastic contamination is less than ��� ppm in any Q� bin studied� and is
therefore negligible compared with the overall statistical error in each Q� bin�

Finally� due to the �nite length of the LH� target� the incident beam electrons can lose
energy �radiating bremsstrahlung photons� before scattering from a target proton� There will
therefore be an elastic �radiative tail� which will contaminate the inelastic measurement� The
yield for the elastic �radiative tail� underneath the � resonance can be estimated by knowing
how the cross sections for bremsstrahlung and elastic scattering depend on electron and photon
energy ����� Because these measurements will be performed with di�erent beam energies� di�erent
amounts of the elastic radiative tail will contribute� depending on which beam energy is used� In
the worst case� corresponding to the lowest beam energy� we estimate that the yield from this
contamination is of order �� of the inelastic pion production yield� Also� as just discussed� the
elastic parity violating asymmetry will simultaneously be measured� allowing us to calculate the
contribution to the inelastic asymmetry from this background process� Thus� we conclude that
the contribution from the elastic radiative tail to the asymmetry in the inelastic channel is small�
and easily correctable�

� Apparatus

Since the time of the original submission of the proposal for this experiment �E�����
�� there has
been signi�cant progress in the development of the equipment required for the G� experiment�
In this section� we present a brief summary of this progress� with particular emphasis on those
subsystems which are required for backward angle running�

��� Detectors

The detector system to be used for these backward angle measurements consists of two arrays
of scintillators and an aerogel Cerenkov detector for each of the eight G� octants� The two
scintillator arrays comprise� a Focal Plane Detector �FPD� array �sixteen detectors per octant
each viewed from two ends�� which will also be used for the forward angle measurements� and
a Cryostat Exit Detector �CED� array �nine detectors per octant each viewed from two ends��
For backward angle electron detection� both arrays are required to determine the electron scat�
tering angle and momentum� thereby providing an adequate separation between elastically and
inelastically scattered electrons� The Cerenkov detector is required to signi�cantly reduce the
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contribution to both elastic and inelastic electron yields from ���s� particularly important during
running with the deuterium target�

�
�
� FPD�s

In the forward angle measurement� back�to�back pairs of FPD scintillators are used to detect
protons� In the back angle measurement �� single FPD scintillators will be paired with CED
scintillators to detect elastic and inelastic electrons as indicated below �the back element of each
FPD pair will not be used in the back angle measurement�� A photograph of completed North
American �NA� and French FPD octants is shown in Fig� �" the octants supported from a detector
support ��ferris wheel�� shown in Figure �� Each FPD scintillator has a curved shape roughly
�� � ��� cm in length and a width of � � �� cm� The �rst four FPD elements are � mm thick"
the remainder have a thickness of � cm� Each is connected to a pair of photomultiplier tubes
via lucite lightguides� The measured yield at each phototube is of order 
 �� p�e� for minimum
ionizing particles�

There is presently a plan to position two full octants �one North American and one French��
complete with detectors� PMT�base assemblies� and full cabling into Hall C during the �d��e� e�n�p
GN
e experiment scheduled to be run starting in July ����� This e�ort will serve the dual purpose

of testing a fully integrated octant of detector�cabling�electronics�data acquisition for forward
angle measurements� and providing some measure of room background expected during the G�
measurements�

�
�
� CED�s

The CED�s are a critical component of the G� backward angle running� and here we provide
a summary of the progress to date on this detector package� In the original proposal� there
were to be twelve individual CED�s per octant� to be combined with the sixteen FPD�s� Due
to space constraints between the magnet end cap� beam line shielding� and the FPD octant
support� three of the CED�s closest to the beam line were eliminated from the design� leaving
nine CED�s per octant� Because these three CED�s which were removed intercepted a large yield
of lower momentum inelastically scattered electrons� our momentum transfer range does not
reach as low as originally proposed� and our statistical uncertainty at lower momentum transfer
is somewhat larger than originally expected� In addition� the lower momentum inelastically
scattered electrons at each beam energy are no longer included� resulting in fewer Q� bins for the
asymmetry measurement and axial transition form factor extraction�

The design of the remaining nine CED�s has been completed� including the shapes of both the
scintillators and light guides� and a procedure for manufacturing the correct shapes for the light
guides has been developed and tested in the construction of a prototype CED� A detailed simula�
tion of expected light yield from these detectors was performed� and the number of photoelectrons
predicted was found to be more than adequate for these measurements� A prototype CED was
constructed at TRIUMF� and tested at Louisiana Tech University using the same PMT�base
assemblies to be used in the North American FPD�s� and the amount of light collected was
consistent with the predicted amount� i�e� more than adequate for these measurements ��	� �
��

The construction of the CED�s has begun in the TRUIMF scintillator shop� All of the
scintillator material has been purchased and shipped to TRIUMF� and the light guide material is
on hand� As demonstrated in the construction of the prototype CED� the procedure to obtain the
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Figure �� Photographs of complete sets of North American FPD�s �top� and French FPD�s
�bottom� each mounted into their octant supports�
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Figure �� Photograph of �ferris wheel�� with one octant support installed� along with one collab�
orator to set the size scale�
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Figure �� Schematic diagram of the CED octant support structure� showing the relative locations
of the scintillators� light guides� and PMT�s� Also shown is the relative position of a Cerenkov
detector for backward�angle measurements�

correct shapes for the scintillators is well determined� Much of the present e�ort is now devoted to
optimizing the procedure to obtain the correct shapes for the light guides� The present schedule
calls for delivering the cut and polished scintillators and light guides to JLab in the December of
����� when assembly of the detectors will begin�

The design of the octant support structure for the CED�s is presently underway� The con�
ceptual design� a schematic of which is shown in Fig� �� is complete� and takes into account both
the required mechanical support of the CED scintillator�light guide�PMT and base assemblies�
as well as the relatively weak alignment constraints on these detectors� Also shown in this �gure
is the relative positions and shapes of the CED�s� light guides� and PMT�s� Each octant support
will be attached to the outer ring of the �ferris wheel� to provide the main mechanical support�
in the region of the CED assembly near the PMT�s where the majority of the weight of these
detectors resides� The positioning of the scintillators� as well as additional mechanical support�
is obtained through the use of cantelevered struts extending from the main support through the
region near the bend in the light guides outside of the acceptance of the scattered electrons� This
octant support design will be integrated with the support structure for the Cerenkov detectors�
the design of which is also presently underway� We discuss the Cerenkov detector and its support
structure in the next section�
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Figure �� Concept of the full eight sectored G� Phase II set up� The top sector shows both the
CED and Cerenkov detector arrangement� while the other octants show the Cerenkov detectors
only along with the ferris wheel support frame�

�
�
� �Cerenkov Detector

The �� background from the p�e�� �����n reaction in the target and from Al�e�� ���X in
the target endcaps will be signi�cantly reduced with the use of particle identi�cation between
the electrons and ���s� Thus� this is the motivation to design an aerogel Cerenkov detector
to provide excellent pion rejection across the full G� momentum range� up to 
�� MeV�c for
Q� � ��� �GeV�c��� This� of necessity� must be an eight�sectored array of individual Cerenkov
detectors mounted in conjuction with the CED�FPD sectors� This may imply the construction
of an extension to the detector supporting ferris wheel� The geometry of the aerogel Cerenkov
detector is shown in Fig� ��

A single octant detector is shown in more detail in Fig� ��

Negatively charged particles entering an octant of the G� spectrometer pass through � cm of
aerogel� The aerogel has a proposed index of refraction n � ���	� so that a particle with a speed
such that � � �

���� will produce
Cerenkov light� Thus� pions up to a momentum of ��� MeV�c
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Figure �� A view of the concept of a single octant light�box with aerogel Cerenkov radiator and
PMT�s�
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will not produce any light� On the other hand� all primary electrons will produce light� Thus�
the detector will operate in coincidence mode and not in veto mode�

The light is emitted within a small angle �cos �c �
�

���� at maximum� and enters a downstream
region whose walls are lined with a white di�use re�ector� The likelihood of a photon reaching
one of four phototubes is related to their active area compared to the total internal area of the
light box� which is a little better than 
�� Other goals in the box design are to cover as large a
fraction as possible of the G� acceptance while keeping the timing spread as narrow as possible�

With � cm of clear aerogel� the electrons are expected to give about � photoelectrons" whereas
a 
�� MeV�c pion would have a rejection factor of �

��	 � This latter pion signal appears to arise
mostly due to ��rays produced in the CED�s or elsewhere�

The phototubes for the Cerenkov counter for each octant will be tied together to produce one
summed signal� This signal will be discriminated and sent to the backward angle coincidence
electronics� Using existing sampling techniques� Cerenkov ADC spectra could be used to check
the calibration and pion rejection factor of each octant�

The typical time�width of the signal from an aerogel Cerenkov of this design is ��� ns �due
mainly to collection time in the light box�� during which time the radiator is dead� This is because
the light can bounce around in the box for some time� The rise time of the pulse is of the order
of � ns� Beam pulses from JLab are delivered to the experiment every 	� ns� If the event time of
the detector were larger than 	� ns� the event after each valid Cerenkov signal would have to be
vetoed �which is the plan for the forward angle measurements��

Studies with both Monte Carlo simulation and a simple mock�up of the Cerenkov counter
have been done� The various sub�groups are also planning the construction of a more realistic
prototype� Most of the assumptions above come from tests and simulations performed by the
Caltech group� and from simulations performed at Grenoble�

At TRIUMF both the detector octant �light�box� and the support �extension to the ferris�
wheel� have been designed� The detector prototype is expected to get into the TRIUMF shop
very soon� Cosmic ray tests should begin by the end of June� A proposal has been submitted to
the TRIUMF administration �TRIUMF �Experiment� ���� to use the TRIUMF M�� beam to
test the prototype� We will use an �electron� beam of � � � �� ����� MeV�c� �this is usually
just an annoying background at TRIUMF� to characterize the response of the aerogel detector
as a function of angle and position� We will use a 
�� MeV�c pion beam to determine the
rejection e�ciency of the pions� This can be investigated as a function of the material in front
of the detector �as ��rays are believed to be the primary cause of false signals from the pions��
Measurements can also be made at other momenta to characterize the detector response and
con�rm the simulations� The beam�time is likely to be in the late Fall �Nov� or Dec�� of �����

��� Backward Angle Electronics

As in the case of the forward angle measurement� the four French octants will be instrumented
using electronics developed at IPN�Orsay �DMCH���X boards� based on �ash�TDC and DSP
technology�� while the North American octants will be instrumented with the original Latching
Time Digitizer �LTD� design� In both designs� much of the electronics used for forward�angle mea�
surements will also be used for the backward�angle running� In particular� all of the PMT�base
assemblies and associated power supplies used for the backing scintillator array for the FPD�s will
be used for the CED�s� and all of the instrumentation for the backing array �e�g�� analog splitters�
constant fraction discriminators� mean timers� and ADC and TDC channels for the monitoring
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electronics� is also available for the CED array�

The philosophy of the backward�angle electronics design is based in large part on the fact
that the electrons being detected �Escattered � ��� MeV� are all moving with approximately the
same velocity� and therefore have a well de�ned �ight time for each CED and each FPD� This is
shown in Fig��s �� and ��� where we plot the �ight time from the target to selected CED�s and
FPD�s� respectively� Thus� a relatively tight time correlation can be made between a given CED
and FPD pair and the arrival time of the beam at the LH� target� Consequently� the use of fast
Programmable Logic Devices �PLD�s� can provide hardware coincidences which can signi�cantly
reduce time uncorrelated backgrounds�

The North American electronics chain for forward�angle measurements is shown schematically
in Fig� ��� For the backward�angle measurements� the PMT�s for the FPD backing detector array
will be attached to the CED�s� and the LTD�s and �munger� redistribution boards will be replaced
by custom logic circuitry being developed at Louisiana Tech� Thus� the input to this new logic
circuitry is the output of the mean timers for both the FPD�s and CED�s� a discriminated signal
from the Cerenkov detector� and a synchronization pulse which signals the arrival of the beam
at the G� target� The output of this new circuitry is sent to the latching scalers to count the
number of coincidences between detectors in the CED array and those in the FPD array�

Signi�cant development on the coincidence logic circuitry for the North American octants has
taken place since the time of the original proposal� The circuit design� which is now complete�
involves the use of PLD�s mentioned above� programmed to implement all of the logic associated
with the CED�FPD coincidences" the handling of �multiple hit� events �where more than one
CED or more than one FPD �res on a given beam burst�" and dead time monitoring� The
synchronization pulse� originating from a Beam Pick O� �BPO� monitor just upstream of the G�
target� can provide a su�ciently small time window �of order � ns� compared with the 	� ns time
between successive beam bursts arriving at the G� target� to enable the CED�FPD coincidences at
the correct time of electron arrival at these detectors� The logic signal from the Cerenkov detector�
which signi�es that it was in fact an electron which �red both the CED and FPD involved in
the coincidence� will be used to enable a latch which allows the coincidence information to be
sent to the scaler modules� Additional counting of CED and FPD singles rates� with various
combinations of multiple hit logic and Cerenkov signals included� will be used for an estimate of
the front end electronics dead time�

Enough of the PLD�s have been obtained to construct all necessary prototype circuit boards"
the programming software to burn these chips has been obtained� debugged� tested� and used
for programming" and properties of the programmed PLD�s as well as the logic contained in the
programs have been tested� The board layout for the prototypes is complete� and these boards
have been manufactured by a vendor� Stu�ng and testing of these prototypes is now underway�
In the �nal con�guration� a total of �ve boards will be needed per octant� one to handle the
coincidence logic encoding" one to handle the multiple hit� Cerenkov� and dead time information"
and three to handle TTL�ECL conversion to provide the appropriate level required by the latching
scalers� All of the boards will be housed in a custom VME chassis which provides the necessary
power and common ground to each�

Nearly identical logic and overall philosophy will be used for the French electronics� For one
octant� the front end instrumentation �discrimination and meantiming� will be handled by two
DMCH���X boards� The meantimed outputs� available on the front panel� will be sent to a
CED�FPD coincidence module�
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The coincidence board� develped by ISN Grenoble� contains all Programmable Logic Devices
and scalers needed for the counting of individual coincidences between each CED and each FPD�
As in the North American design� the CED�FPD coincidences will be allowed during a short
time window �� � ns� compared to the 	� ns beam pulse period� and the Cerenkov counter will
provide an enable signal for the counting� Also as in the North American design� additional
counting associated with the singles rates in the CED�s and FPD�s will be used for the estimate
of the number of multiple hit events and for deadtime monitoring� In addition to the singles
counting available in the coincidence board� the DMCH���X modules also provide the time of
�ight information for the individual CED�s and FPD�s� which can be used for an accurate estimate
of the number of lost events due to the deadtime of the front end electronics�

One CED�FPD coincidence module will be able to handle two octants� For the four french
octants� the VXI crate will therefore support eight DMCH���X and two CED�FPD coincidence
modules� The �nal design of the CED�FPD coincidence module is in progress� and one prototype
will be available in November �����

��� Data Acquisition

The data acquisition requirements for the backward�angle running con�guration are almost iden�
tical to those for forward�angle running� Only small di�erences in the data stream will be present
for both the North American and French octants�

Generally� the data stream will consist of two di�erent types of events� high statistics data
counting all particles detected within each �

�� s macropulse period and read out at 	� Hz after
being latched during a � ��� �s interval during which time the helicity pockels cell may change
polarity" and low statistics monitoring data including ADC and TDC spectra for each PMT
on each detector read out at � � kHz�This is true for both forward and backward running
con�gurations� There will in fact be less data arising from the monitoring electronics in the
backward�angle running than in the forward�angle mode� simply because there are only � CED�s
instrumented per octant �corresponding to �� ADC and TDC spectra per octant� in contrast to
�� FPD backing detectors instrumented per octant in the forward�angle con�guration� The small
di�erences arising between the two running modes occur in the high statistics data only for the
French octants� with no di�erence in the data streams for these events for the North American
octants between the forward and backward running modes� To understand these di�erences� we
review the data obtained for both types of instrumentation� and for both running con�gurations�

In the North American octants� the LTD boards discussed in the previous section are designed
to separate the data obtained from each FPD for the forward�angle running into time bins within
the 	� ns period between successive beam bursts� High speed scalers will then be used to store the
time spectra� For the backward�angle running� no time encoding is necessary because all backward
scattered electrons are moving with approximately the same speed� and it is impossible to separate
elastically scattered electrons based on time of �ight information� Thus� of the available scaler
channels that were used for time bin counting during the forward�angle running� some will be
used to count the number of coincidences between each CED and each FPD� and the remaining
scaler channels will be used to count singles rates in each CED and FPD� with various constraints
of multiple hits and Cerenkov detector �ring� Di�erent CED�FPD combinations correspond to
di�erent electron momentum� which allows an identi�cation of the elastically and inelastically
scattered electrons independently�

In the French octants� the high statistics data for the forward�angle measurements are sorted
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into time of �ight histograms directly on the DMCH���X boards through the use of �ash TDC�s
and DSP�s� These histograms are then sent into the data stream during the data read out
every �

�� s through the VXI crate backplane� For the backward�angle measurement� the main
information will come from scalers containing the CED�FPD coincidences and CED and FPD
singles rates with multiple hit and Cerenkov constraints� The number of scalers needed is about
the same as in the North American scheme�

For the estimate of losses due to the deadtime of the front end electronics� the time histograms
associated to the CED�s and FPD�s will also be recorded� The time resolution and then the
number of channels used can be adjusted compared to the forward angle measurement �from ���
to �
 or 	�� in order to reduce the size of the datastream associated to the time information�
Thus� the size and structure of the high statistics data events for the French octants will be
somewhat di�erent for the backward�angle measurements than for the forward�angle running�

Although there will be very little change in the data acquisition software for the backward
angle running� there will be some change required to the analysis software� In the forward mode�
the primary analysis involves construction of time�of��ight histograms from the North American
scaler electronics or from the Orsay TDC data� Asymmetries are calculated for each detector
from identi�cation of the proton timing peak in the TOF spectrum� Since in the backward mode�
in both the North American and French octants� the primary means of identifying events will
now be scalers counting yields in each FPD�CED pair� asymmetries for each FPD�CED pair will
be calculated from the scaler values� The processed data will thus be a two dimensional array of
asymmetry values in FPD�CED space� Elastic and inelastic regions in FPD�CED space will be
identi�ed from the scaler yields�

��� Target

The backward angle running of the G� experiment will utilize a slightly modi�ed con�guration
of the liquid hydrogen target that has been constructed for the forward angle measuremets� The
baseline requirements for the G� target are ��� target length of �� cm� ��� dissipation of heat
deposited by 
� �A of electron beam current and �	� operation without introducing uncorrected
false asymmetries at a level 
 �� of the overall uncertainty in the measurement ��A 	 ����

over the entire run for any individual source of false asymmetry�� The modi�cations required for
backward angle running are�

� extension of the target support to longitudinally center the target in the magnet in the
backward angle orientation �this extension pipe already exists��

� the port for the target service lines needs to be redesigned to accommodate the space
constraints associated with the detector support structure�

� connection of gas panel to D� supply tank during LD� runs�

We are also considering installation of a shorter target cell ��� cm� for backward angle runs to
improve separation of elastic and inelastic events�

The liquid hydrogen target cell is connected to a cryogenic loop to recirculate and cool the
liquid� The hydrogen will be cooled through heat exchange with compressed helium gas� The
liquid hydrogen is thus maintained at �� K and �� psia �through connection with the ballast
tank�� When full� the target cryogenic loop plus target cell and manifold will contain ��� liters
of liquid hydrogen�
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Figure �	� Overview of the G� liquid hydrogen cryotarget� Beam is incident from the right in
this view� Exiting scattered electrons of interest emerge at ���� 
 �� with respect to the beam
from the hydrogen liquid downstream �left in the �gure� of the helium cell�

Fig� �	 is a scale diagram showing the cryotarget centered within the liquid nitrogen shield of
the superconducting magnet� The main components of the cryoloop are a pump for circulating
the target �uid� a heat exchanger� the target cell� and a manifold to direct the �uid �ow down
the center of the target cell and back near the cell walls� The arrows in the �gure indicate the
direction of �uid �ow everywhere in the loop�

The target cell is fronted by a helium cell which serves three purposes� �� it e�ectively
extends the entrance of the hydrogen cell beyond the manifold so that exiting particles only
traverse hydrogen and thin cell walls� �� it insures that the exiting particles encounter a region
that is symmetric about the beam axis� and 	� it eliminates �to �rst order� variations in the
target thickness with beam position by matching the radius of curvature of the entrance and exit
windows of the hydrogen cell� Thus the target�beam interaction region is designed to be axially
symmetric and independent of beam position�
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Figure �
� Detailed view of the G� hydrogen target cell� helium cell and manifold� The e�ective
hydrogen target length is �� cm and the diameter of the outer shell of the target cell is � cm�
In this view� hydrogen liquid enters in the lower manifold pipe and exits in the upper manifold
pipe�

Fig� �
 shows the details of the target cell and manifold� When the pump is running� the
liquid hydrogen �ows longitudinally in the �beam downstream� direction through the inner �ow
cone and returns through the annulus between the inner cone and the wall of the hydrogen cell�
The distance between the exit window of the helium cell and the exit window of the hydrogen
target cell is �� cm� The holes in the inner cone are essential to prevent collapse of the cone due
to Bernoulli pressure" they form an eight�fold symmetric pattern and are aligned with the G�
magnet coils so they are out of the spectrometer acceptance�

The hydrogen target cell consists of a � cm diameter tube with a rounded endcap� machined
from a solid cylinder of ���� aluminum� We fabricate the cell by machining the end of the
cylinder �at� then pressing it in a form to make the rounded endcap� The radius of curvature
of the center of the endcap is ��� cm� The outer side wall and endcap are ��� 
 ��� mils thick�
To verify that the target cell can withstand the pressure that builds up during target boilo��
each cell is hydrostatically tested to ��� psid before being soldered to the manifold� This is a
factor of ��
 safety margin over the pressure that we calculate the cell would be subjected to in
a catastrophic vacuum failure�

The cryogenic loop contains two heaters� one low power and one high power� to regulate the
temperature of the liquid hydrogen� These heaters are identical in function to those used in the
Hall C liquid hydrogen target� The high power heater will operate at up to ���� W maximum
power with its main function being to compensate for signi�cant reductions in the beam current�
The low power internal heater will be used to make relatively small adjustments to the �uid
temperature and will be controlled automatically with a commercial temperature controller in a
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feedback loop with the temperature sensor on the upstream side of the target cell�

The loop contains a vaneaxial pump capable of displacing 
�� l�s of liquid hydrogen� This
corresponds to a mass �ow rate of 			 g�s and gives a velocity in the target region of � � m�s�
The pump motor is inside the cryoloop� similar to the design used in the Hall C cryotargets�

It is important to minimize density �uctuations because they introduce statistical �uctuations
into the asymmetry that mask the parity violating asymmetry� requiring a longer running time
to achieve the same experimental precision� To reduce resistance and maximize the circulating
�ow rate in the cryogenic loop we have incorporated �ow diverter cones at transitions between
elements of di�erent diameters�

The G� target apparatus is presently assembled in the test lab at Jlab in preparation for
initial cooldown tests �with He only�� These tests are expected to commence during June �����

��� Infrastructure

Since the back�angle con�guration has been planned for since the beginning of the G� project�
many of the infrastructure and installation aspects have already been thought out or implemented�
The main change is that the SMS must be moved downstream of the ferris wheel� and the
SMS�ferris wheel structure must be rotated ����� SMS rails to accommodate this con�guration
change have already been installed in the hall� The ferris wheel platform has been built to
accommodate a corresponding �smaller� downstream shift in the ferris wheel location�

At the time of the con�guration change� the octants will be removed from the ferris wheel�
and the lead�polyboron shielding cylinder will be taken out� It is not needed in the back�angle
experiment� Lead shielding will also be removed from the SMS �ange� The ferris wheel will
be rotated and the octants reinstalled after completion of the FPD�CED recon�guration� The
target service module will mate with the upstream �ange of the ferris wheel� moving the target
center about 	 m downstream relative to the forward�angle con�guration� The details of the SMS
turnaround have not been fully worked out yet� however� no substantial problems are foreseen�

New beamline spool pieces will be required� The downstream beam dump shielding will have
to be relocated closer to the dump tunnel entrance� Techniques for placing shielding blocks in
this location� outside the nominal crane radius� have already been developed and are in use�

The Moller polarimeter will need to be changed to accommodate the lower energies used in
this experiment� A similar change was made successfully in the spring ���� Gen experiment to
accommodate Mller measurements at ����
 GeV by moving the Moller Q� about �� upstream�
Moller operation at ��
�� GeV will require a further upstream move� Calculations are in progress
to quantify this more precisely�

No changes are needed to the cryogenic perimeter transfer lines or U�tubes� No changes to any
cable lengths will be required either� Almost all the infrastructure required for the forward�angle
portion of G� will serve equally well for the backward�angle mode�

� Expected Results

Using the cross section and rate estimates discussed earlier� and taking into account the back�
ground processes discussed in the previous section� we can calculate the expected statistical
uncertainties of our proposed measurements� Shown in Fig��s �� and �� are the expected uncer�
tainties for these measurements� assuming ��� hours of beam at each of three beam energies of

��




�
 MeV� ��� MeV� and ��� MeV� with 
� �A average current and with average polarization
���� In Fig� ��� expected results for the parity violating asymmetry in single pion electroweak
production from the proton are plotted� along with a model based on e�ective lagrangians ����
which breaks the contributions to this asymmetry into its resonant and nonresonant parts� In
Fig� ��� we plot the expected results for extraction of the axial transition form factor GA

N� as a
function of Q�� Because we can identify kinematically where the inelastically scattered electrons
which can create � pions will show up in CED�FPD space� we conservatively eliminate this region
in our extraction of GA

N�� Although our determination of this form factor is in the neutral cur�
rent sector of the weak interaction� while the neutrino induced results are in the charged current
sector� so that a direct comparison cannot truly be made� we show on this plot the allowed range
of shapes of this form factor in the Adler parameterization ��� using the uncertainties on the
extracted axial mass MA from the neutrino results� With the expected statistical precision for
the proposed measurements� we expect an uncertainty on the axial mass of �MA � ���
�� roughly
a factor of two better than the best constraints from the neutrino experiments�

Figure ��� Expected asymmetries for the �e  p inelastic reaction at the peak of the � reso�
nance� The result of the full calculation ���� �solid line� is compared to the contributions of
the non�resonant background �dotted line�� resonance �long dashed line�� resonance neglecting
the contribution from the axial form factor GA

N��Q
�� �short dashed line�� and interference term

�dot�dashed line�� Included are the expected statistical uncertainties of our measurements in the
various Q� bins of the reaction to be measured�

��



Figure ��� Expected results for the axial vector transition form factor GA
N� plotted vs� Q�

assuming the Adler parameterization� The allowed kinematical region for electrons from ���
production has been excluded� The dotted and dashed lines above and below the solid line
represent the limits on the shape of this form factor from the uncertainty on the axial mass
MA from neutrino experiments ��MA � ������ From the results expected here� we will achieve
�MA � ���
��
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� Summary and Requested Beam Time and Support

We are requesting no additional beam time or other resources outside the G� project for these
measurements� We only request that the parity violating N � � measurements continue to be
recognized as an o�cially approved TJNAF experiment� The measurements described throughout
this proposal will be made during the same running period as the G� experiment in the backward
angle mode� In addition� all beam� hardware� electronics� and data acquisition requirements for
the G� backward angle elastic measurements are su�cient to complete the inelastic measure�
ments� Coincidences between the Focal Plane and Cryostat Exit Detectors discussed throughout
this proposal are necessary to identify independently the elastic and inelastic channels during the
G� backward angle measurements� and allow the parity violating asymmetry to be mapped out
across the � resonance simultaneously� These measurements provide direct access to the axial
transition form factor GA

N�� the Q
� dependence of which we will be able to map out in the range

���� Q� ���� �GeV�c��� and represent the �rst determination of this form factor in the neutral
current sector of the weak interaction�

A Formalism

The coupling of electrons to quarks in the nucleon through the exchange of a Z� boson can be
seen in Fig� ��� where we show the �rst order Feynman diagram for this exchange between an
electron with four momentum K and target nucleon with four momentum P �

e

K’

K

Z

q

P’

P

0

e
-

-

Figure ��� Feynman diagram for Z� exchange

The momentum of the scattered electron is K �� and the momentum and of the other outgoing
particle is P �� The electron couples to the Z� boson according to

hK �jjZ� jKi � #u�K ���gV�e�  gA�e�	�u�K� ���

	�



showing explicitly the vector�axial vector structure of the weak neutral current interaction� The
vector and axial�vector couplings �gV�e and gA�e� are functions of standard model parameters�
given in Appendix B�

For the Z��nucleon coupling� the weak neutral current takes on di�erent forms for the elastic
and inelastic channels� In the elastic channel� we have

hP �jJZ� jP i � #u�P ����F
Z
�  i

���q
�

�M
FZ
�  �	G

Z
A�u�P � ���

where� again� the vector�axial vector nature of the weak neutral current is evident� The neutral
weak vector �FZ

� �F
Z
� � and axial vector �G

Z
A� form factors of the nucleon �which are functions only

of Q�� can be expressed in terms of the individual quark form factors ����" it is through these
weak neutral form factors that the strange quark content of the nucleon can be accessed�

In the inelastic � channel� the neutral current is somewhat more complicated in its general
form �����

hP �jJZ� jP i � #U��P ����C
Z
�V
M

�  
CZ�V
M� P

��  CZ�V
M� P

���g��g�� � g��g���q
�	  CZ


V g��	

 �
CZ�A
M

�  
CZ�A
M� P

����g��g�� � g��g���q
�  CZ

	Ag��  
CZ�A
M� P�q���u�P � ����

but the vector�axial vector nature can still be seen� In this expression� U��P �� is the Rarita�
Schwinger �eld describing the spin��� � resonance ����� P and P

� are� respectively� the momenta
of the nucleon and the �� and q � P � � P �

The weak transition form factors in Eq� ����� which are functions only of Q�� can be related to
the electroproduction and weak charged current production of the � by performing a rotation in
isospin space and exploiting the conserved vector current �CVC� hypothesis ����� In the notation
of Llewellyn�Smith ����� they become

CZ
iV � 	C�

i � i � 	� 
� � �

CZ

V � � � ����

CZ
iA � � �CA

i � i � 	� 
� �� � �

where 	 and � are the quark�Z� couplings �given in Appendix B�� The electroproduction form
factors are denoted by C�

i � and the C
A
i are � �p

�
times the charged�current axial vector weak

transition form factors�

To make the isospin structure of this transition evident� it is useful to examine the parity
violating phenomenological Lagrangian for electron nucleon scattering �	���

L � �GF
� f#e�	e� �	� �#u�u� #d�d�  

��
� �#u�u 

#d�d��

 #e�e�
�

� �#u�	u� #d�	d�  

��
��#u�	u 

#d�	d�  ����g� ����

where �#e� e�� �#u� u�� and � #d� d� represent Dirac spinors for the electrons and quarks� the electron�
quark coupling constants have the following meaning�

!	 � isovector axial vector electron� vector quark�
!� � isovector vector electron� axial vector quark�
! � isoscalar axial vector electron� vector quark�

	�



!� � isoscalar vector electron� axial vector quark�

with standard model relations

!	 � � ��� � sin� �W �

!� � � ��� 
 sin� �W �

! �
�

	
sin� �W

!� � ��

The dots in Eq� ���� denote isoscalar axial heavy quark �s�c����� currents�

Because the N � � transition is purely isovector� the parity violating asymmetry for �
production takes the form �	��

ARL �
d�R � d�L
d�R  d�L

�
GFp
�

Q�

��	
�!	 !�F �Q�� E�E�� �e��� ��	�

where d�R�L � d��
dq�dW � jR�L is the di�erential cross section for scattering electrons of positive

�negative� helicity from the nucleon� Q� � ��K �K ���� W � � �P  K �K ���� 	 in this case is
the electromagnetic coupling constant� and F �Q�� E�E�� �e� contains all of the weak transition
form factors discussed above� in addition to dependence on kinematic variables� Speci�cally� we
write �see Appendix B��

F �Q�� E�E�� �e� �
�E  E��

M
HEM�Q�� �e�G

A
N��Q

��� ��
�

where HEM �Q�� �e� contains the electromagnetic form factors C�
i �Q

�� �i � 	� 
� �which will
be more precisely determined in future Hall B experiments�� and GA

N��Q
�� contains the axial

transition form factors CA
i �Q

�� �i � 	� 
� �� ��� Thus� for a pure isovector N � � transition� the
parity violating asymmetry consists of two terms� the axial vector electron�vector quark coupling�
which is given explicitly by the electron�quark coupling constant !	� and the vector electron�axial
vector quark coupling� which contains the axial vector transition form factor GA

N�� The relative
strengths of these two terms is determined by the coupling constants !	 and !�� which� with the
standard model value of sin� �W�����	�� take on the numerical values

!	 � � ����	� � !� � � �������

Thus� for reasonable F �Q�� E�E�� �e� values� the leading !	 term contributes roughly ��� to
this parity violating asymmetry� Using estimates for the N � � weak transition form factors�
F �Q�� E�E�� �e� is found to be of order unity in this kinematic regime �	��� in contrast to the high

energy limit � Q�

�ME
� ��� where F �Q�� E�E�� �e� � � �	��� Consequently� using relatively low

beam energies and detecting electrons scattered at backward angles will enhance our sensitivity
to the N � � axial transition form factor GA

N��Q
���

This form factor can be accessed in a number of di�erent ways� and is usually parameterized
in terms of the axial�vector massMA� according to the Adler model ���� in which a modi�ed dipole

		



form is used� In neutrino induced weak ��� production� GA
N��Q

�� can be determined through
the Q� dependence of the di�erential cross section for this reaction� and therefore represents a
determination of this form factor in the charged current sector of the weak interaction� An early
study of neutrino induced weak ��� production from the proton �		� yielded a value of MA �
���� 
 ����� A more recent study �	
� of this reaction on deuterium between ��� � Q� � 	��
�GeV�c�� yielded MA � ����

�����
������ but this value showed sensitivities to deuteron structure and

cuts on spectator nucleon momentum� The measurements described in this proposal will provide
the �rst determination ofMA in the neutral current sector� Comparison between these two types
of measurements of the same physical quantity can therefore provide us with an indication of how
important isospin breaking corrections are in the weak interaction �	��� In ����� electroproduc�
tion� coincidence di�erential cross section measurements are typically performed near threshold
�	�� 	�� 	��� in which the scattered e� and the electroproduced �� are detected� To interpret these
data� low energy theorems are extrapolated from threshold through the resonance region� and use
is made of the partially conserved axial vector current �PCAC� hypothesis� To date� data from
experiments of this type have instead been interpreted� using the theoretical results of Adler and
Weisberger �	��� in terms of the nucleon axial vector form factor GA�Q

��� The TJNAF E�
����
experiment �	��� however� will use the above mentioned techniques and approximations to extract
GA
N� for larger Q

� values than considered in this proposal ���� � Q� � ��� �GeV�c���� These
data have been obtained� and are still under analysis� In contrast� the measurement of the parity
violating asymmetry in the N � � transition proposed here gives direct access to GA

N��Q
���

without PCAC or extrapolation of low energy theorems� Because PCAC� which essentially states
that all of the axial current is carried away by the electroproduced ��� is expected to be broken
at the ���� level �	��� comparison of the determination of GA

N��Q
�� from the electroproduc�

tion experiments with the determination through the parity violating asymmetry in the N � �
transition can provide some insight into PCAC violation�

Although these asymmetry measurements give us direct access to GA
N��Q

��� a correct deter�
mination of this form factor can only be done if the non�resonant contributions to the asymmetry
are small� or understood� With an extensive data base of single pion photoproduction cross
section measurements in the region of the � �
�� 
�� 
�� 
	� 

� 
��� a model independent de�
termination of the resonant and non�resonant contributions to this process has been made �
���
allowing for a determination of the E��M� ratio for the resonance� free from uncertainties asso�
ciated with theoretical models of background contributions� This ratio� recognized early on as a
crucial quantity to test theories of e�ective forces between quarks needed to understand hadron
structure �
��� could be extracted with no model dependence� allowing for a cleaner interpretation
of the data and their implications for theoretical models� While it is true that the allowed phase
space for inclusive single � electroproduction from the proton has its dominant contribution from
the resonant ��� there are contributions from non�resonant processes which must be understood
for a proper interpretation of the data �see Appendix C�� To understand these contributions to the
asymmetry� a similar model independent determination of the resonant and non�resonant pieces
must be performed throughout the entire Q� range studied� Several measurements performed
in Hall B ���� address this issue directly by mapping out the Q� dependence of both resonant
and non�resonant multipoles in single � electroproduction for Q� � 
 �GeV�c��� Although these
experiments focus on determining the electromagnetic ratio E��

M��
to high precision �errors of or�

der ������� the combination of angular distributions and polarization observables will allow for
determinations of all of the s and p wave multipoles� along with their isospin decomposition� to
somewhat less precision �errors of order ����� �����

	




Until such electroproduction data exist to constrain the non�resonant multipoles� we must
rely on models for an estimate of what contribution the non�resonant background will make to
the parity violating asymmetry in the N � � transition� One such estimate can be made by
comparing two calculations of this asymmetry� one for pure � production ����� and one for single
� production at the same energy �
��� which includes contributions from all Born diagrams and
� and � meson contributions in addition to the �� These two calculations are within ��� of
each other in the Q� range considered in this proposal� suggesting that the contribution to the
asymmetry from the non�resonant background is indeed small in this kinematic regime� More
recently� a phenomenological model with e�ective Lagrangians ���� was used to calculate the
parity violating asymmetry in � electroproduction from the proton in the energy region between
pion threshold through the � resonance� In these results� contributions from the resonant� non�
resonant� and interference terms are given separately as a function of both Q� and k� �photon
equivalent energy�� providing a useful guide for understanding the sensitivity of the asymmetry
to these separate contributions in varying kinematic regimes� In Fig� �� we show the calculations
of Ref� ���� near the peak of the � resonance for these di�erent contributions to the asymmetry
at an incident beam energy of ��� GeV� normalized to the Q� of the reaction� as a function of Q��
along with our expected statistical uncertainty for the inelastic �e p measurements to be made
concurrent with the G� elastic �e  p measurements� As in the previous estimate based on the
calculations of Ref��s ���� and �
��� the full calculation and the resonant contribution di�er by at
most ��� in this same Q� regime� giving us con�dence that a meaningful interpretation of these
data is possible� With the non�resonant contributions su�ciently constrained� we can make an
estimate of what precision we can achieve on the axial transition form factor GA

N�� which we plot
in Fig� ��� using the modi�ed dipole parameterization of Adler ���� From the expected statistical
precision� we can extract the axial mass MA from GA

N� with an absolute error of ���
�� roughly
a factor of � better than any of the neutrino experiments which have extracted this parameter�

B Details of the Asymmetry

In this appendix� we relate the notation used here to notations used by other authors �	�� ����
and show the explicit kinematic dependences of the coe�cients of the electromagnetic and weak
transition form factors�

In the notation of Ref� ����� the asymmetry� containing only resonant terms� is written

ARL � � �Q�

e��Q�  M�
Z�
f	gA�e  �gV�e

��E  E��

M

W� sin
� �e

�

�WEM
� sin� �e

�  WEM
� cos� �e

�

g� ����

where gV�e and gA�e� are given� in the minimal SU���L�U��� model� by ����

gV�e �
�e


 sin �W cos �W
��� 
 sin� �W �

and

gA�e �
e


 sin �W cos �W
�

where e is the electron charge� and sin� �W is the weak mixing angle� 	 and � are given by ����

	 �
e

� sin �W cos �W
��� � sin� �W ��

	�



� � � e

� sin �w cos �W
�

the structure functions are given by ����

WEM
� �

c

�M�
fa��D��Q

����  b��D��Q
����  abD��Q

��D��Q
��g�

WEM
� �

�Q�

	M�
fa�D��Q

����  c�D��Q
����  bD��Q

��D��Q
��g� ����

W� �
�

	M�
��aD��Q

��  bD��Q
���f�b � �c� M

�M �C
A
� �Q

��  
b

�
CA
� �Q

���M�CA
	 �Q

��g�

with

a � �M  M ���  Q��

b � �M  M ���M �M ��  Q�� ����

c � �M �M ���  Q��

and

D��Q
�� � � M

M �C
�
� �Q

���

D��Q
�� �

M

M �C
�
� �Q

��  C�
� �Q

��� ����

To convert coupling strengths� consider only the �rst term� and assume Q� �M�
Z � Then�

ARL � � �Q�

e�M�
Z

	gA�e

� � �Q�

e�M�
Z

�
e

� sin �W cos �W
��

e


 sin �W cos �W
���� � sin� �W �

�
�Q�

M�
Z

�

� sin� �W cos� �W
����� � sin� �W ���

Now� we use �	��

M�
W � M�

Z cos
� �W �

to get

ARL �
�Q�

�M�
W sin

� �W
����� � sin� �W ���

Next� we use �	��

GFp
�
�

g�

�M�
W

and

e � g sin �W
	�



to obtain

ARL �
�Q�

e�
GFp
�
����� � sin� �W ���

Finally� we use

e� � 
�	

to get

ARL �
GFp
�

Q�

��	
����� � sin� �W ��

�
GFp
�

Q�

��	
!	�

Similarly�

� �Q�

e�M�
Z

�gV�e �
GFp
�

Q�

��	
!��

We now have

ARL �
GFp
�

Q�

��	
f!	  !� �� tan� �e

� �W�

�� tan� �e
� �W

EM
�  WEM

�

g� ����

where WEM
� � WEM

� � and W� are given by Eq� ���� above� and we have divided both numerator
and denominator of Eq� ���� by cos� �e

� �we note that no measurements will be made at �e����
���

Carrying through some algebra yields

�� tan�
�e
�
�WEM

�  WEM
� � h���Q

�� �e��C
�
� �Q

����  h���Q
�� �e�C

�
� �Q

��C�
� �Q

��

 h���Q
�� �e��C

�
� �Q

����� ����

where

h���Q
�� �e� �

�

	M �� ��a
�  b� � ab�c

tan� �e
�

M�
 ��a c� b�Q���

h���Q
�� �e� �

�

	MM � ���b
� � ab�c

tan� �e
�

M�
 ���c� b�Q��� ����

h���Q
�� �e� �

�

	M�
�b�c

tan� �e
�

M�
 �cQ���

with a� b� and c de�ned in Eq� �����

Similarly�

�� tan�
�e
�
�W� � �h��Q

�� �e�C
�
� �Q

��  h��Q
�� �e�C

�
� �Q

��� �
�g��Q

��CA
� �Q

��  g��Q
��CA

� �Q
��  g	�Q

��CA
	 �Q

���� ����
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where

h��Q
�� �e� �

�M

	M � �b � �a�
tan� �e

�

M�
�

h��Q
�� �e� �

�

	
b
tan� �e

�

M�
�

g��Q
�� �

M

�M � �b � �c�� ��	�

g��Q
�� �

b

�
�

g	�Q
�� � �M��

Substituting Eq��s ���� and ���� into Eq� ���� yields

ARL �
GFp
�

Q�

��	
�!	  !�F �Q�� E�E�� �e��� ��
�

where

F �Q�� E�E�� �e� �
�E  E��

M
HEM�Q�� �e�G

A
N��Q

��� ����

with

HEM�Q�� �e� �
h��Q

�� �e�C
�
� �Q

��  h��Q
�� �e�C

�
� �Q

��

h���Q�� �e��C
�
� �Q

����  h���Q�� �e�C
�
� �Q

��C�
� �Q

��  h���Q�� �e��C
�
� �Q

����
�

����
and

GA
N��Q

�� � g��Q
��CA

� �Q
��  g��Q

��CA
� �Q

��  g	�Q
��CA

	 �Q
��� ����

We note here that� in full generality� CA

 �Q

�� would contribute �see Eq� �	��� but enters into
this part of the asymmetry with a factor of me

M
and is therefore neglected ����� Additionally� the

form of HEM�Q�� �i� depends on the assumption that C
�
	 �Q

�� � �� The physics justi�cation for
this assumption is two�fold� a� the theory of the spin��� �eld requires that C

�
� �Q

�� � C�
	 �Q

�� � ��
and b� the single pion photoproduction and electroproduction data can be adequately described
with C�

� �Q
�� � C�

	 �Q
�� � �� or C�

	 �Q
�� � � and C�

� �Q
��� � M

M�M �C
�
� �Q

�� �����

C Discussion of Non�Resonant Background

As discussed throughout this proposal� the yield for single pion electroproduction from the proton
is dominated by the N � � resonance� but there are non�resonant processes which contribute�
While estimates have been given as to the contribution these processes make to the parity vio�
lating asymmetry� the non�resonant background must be understood for a proper interpretation
of the data to be obtained from these proposed measurements� To bring out the main features
of the parity violating asymmetry in inclusive � electroproduction in the � resonance region� an
analysis of the asymmetry obtained from the incoherent summation of the coincident p�� and
n�� charge states �i�e�� the decay of the ��� has been performed �	� 
��� They �nd

A
RL � � �

�

GFp
�

Q�

��	
��

��  �

��  �


���� ����

	�



where �
�� corresponds to the axial vector electron�vector quark isovector resonant contribution�

�
�� gives the axial vector electron�vector quark non�resonant background contributions �both

isovector and isoscalar�� and �
�� gives the vector electron�axial vector quark contribution �both

resonant isovector and non�resonant isoscalar�� These terms are given explicitly by
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l�El�g�

where the E�s� M �s� and S�s are transverse electric� transverse magnetic� and longitudinal mul�
tipoles� respectively ��� ��� ���� their subscripts denote the angular momentum and parity� their
superscripts indicate the isospin decomposition�

vT �
�

�
jQ

�

q�
j tan� �e

�

v�T � tan
�e
�

s
jQ

�

q�
j tan� �e

�
�	��

vL � jQ
�

q�
j��

and F � corresponds to the inclusive electromagnetic cross section� normalized to the Mott cross
section �in the notation used here� F � corresponds to �WEM

� sin� �e
�  WEM

� cos� �e
� �� The con�

version of coupling constants has been given in Ref� �
��� where they �nd

geA�
T��
V � � �!	�

��geA�nV � � ��!	� 	!��

Also� we note that the axial contribution� F ��
��� has no isospin decomposition given here�

The contributions to this term� however� come from three sources �	��� the dominant isovector
piece� which includes the axial transition form factor GA

N��Q
��" the primordial weak isoscalar

axial current� which vanishes in the minimal SU���L�U��� standard model �and becomes nonva�
nishing only when weak radiative corrections are included�" and the heavy quark isoscalar axial
currents� which were originally neglected in writing down the phenomenological Lagrangian for
electron nucleon scattering �denoted by dots in Eq� ����� and are expected to be only a few

	�



percent of the isovector contribution �	��� Thus� for a �rst generation inelastic channel parity vi�
olation measurement� the axial term may be taken to have a contribution only from the isovector
piece containing the axial transition form factor GA

N��Q
�� �	��� Thus� we may write

A
RL �

GFp
�

Q�

q�	
�!	 �!	� 	!���

��  
!�F �Q�� E�E�� �e��� �	��

where F �Q�� E�E�� �e� is given by Eq� ��� and in Appendix A� and

��

�� �
�
��

���!	 � 	!� � �	��

As can be seen from Eq� ����� there are an in�nite number of multipoles which comprise
the non�resonant background contribution to the � pion electroproduction asymmetry� with both
isovector and isoscalar pieces� Thus� even in keeping only the leading order multipoles implies that
an isospin decomposition is necessary to describe the non�resonant contribution� As discussed
earlier� an extensive data base for photoproduction from both the proton and neutron �
�� 
��

�� 
	� 

� 
�� exist� and complete multipole and isospin decompositions have been done at the
photon point ���� 
��� Such a decomposition does not exist for �nite Q�� as electroproduction
data on neutron targets is quite limited� Once the analysis on the data from Hall B ���� are
analyzed� a more thorough description of the background will be possible�
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